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❖ What is an API ?
❖ What is an API Guide?
❖ How and what to document in an API guide

Agenda









❖ Application Programming Interface
❖ A standardized request to another program for 

the purpose of customization or integration

“The way the application communicate  with each other and the way the 

developers communicate with the application”

What is an API?



❖ Application Programming Interface Guide
❖ A manual that contains all the information 

about code

What is an API Guide?



❖ Purpose
❖ Audience
❖ Technical expertise of an audience
❖ Content

How is it Different From a User 
Guide?



❖ Developers who either write or implement the 
code for the software product

❖ Testers who test the code for the software 
product

Who Requires the API Guide?



❖ Package
❖ Interface
❖ Class 
❖ Exceptions
❖ Sample code

What Do We Document?



//Package information

java.com.mypackage

//Preprocessor directives

import java.util.*;

//Class Definition

Class toAdd extends Operations

{

//Attribute declaration

int sum;

//Method declaration

/* The following method adds two integer values and returns the sum */

int addValues(int a, int b)

{

sum=a+b;

return sum;

}

}

Let’s Look at the Sample Code



❖ Controls  access
❖ Makes searching, locating, and usage of classes 

and interfaces easier

Package



❖ It is a contract that defines how a software 
behaves.

Interface



❖ Represents the real world objects that 
comprises the following
❖ Method
❖ Properties

Class



❖ A named block that contains multiple 
statements

❖ Contains 
❖ Modifier
❖ Return type
❖ Method name
❖ Parameters 
❖ Method body
For example,
public int addValues(int x, int y)
{
int sum;
sum=x+y;
return sum;
}

Method/Function



❖ Exceptions are the errors that occur when 
insufficient or incorrect data  is provided

Exceptions



VB C/C++ Java

byte unsigned char byte
integer short int
long long long
single float float
double double double
string int char
date void short
boolean bool boolean
variant

Building Blocks-Basic Data 
Types



VB C/C++ Java
Do While <condition 1>
Statements
Loop

For x = 1 To 50
Statements
Next

for
(count=1; count <= 100; count=coun
t+1)
{

Statementss

}

while(condition 1)
 {
Statements
} 

Building Blocks-Looping



VB C/C++ Java
If <condition 1>
Then
Statements

ElseIf <condition 2> 
Then
Statements

ElseIf <condition 3> 
Then
Statements

Else
Statements

End If

if(condition 1)
Statements; 

else if(condition 2) 
Statements 
 
else if(condition 3)
Statements 
    
else 
Statements 
  } 

if(condition 1)
{
Statements;
}
else if(condition 2)
{
Statements
}
else if(condition 3)
{

Statements
}
else
{

Statements
} 

Building Blocks-
Branching/Control



❖ Only thing that makes your life simpler

Comments

Java/C/C++ VB

/* This is a multi line 
comment*/

//This is a single line 
comment

‘This is a comment



Class/Interface description
This section provides a high level description of the class or the interface .

When to use
This section provides what solution this class or interface promises.

Methods
This section provides a list of methods and their high level description.

How to Layout Information 

Method Name Description

Method 1 Description of method 1

Method 2 Description of method 2



Method Description
This section provides a detailed description of the method.

Return Value: List the return values.

Parameters: List all the parameters.

Exceptions thrown: List all the exceptions thrown.

Sample Code
This section demonstrates how to use the class from the client code.

How to Layout Information 

Name Type Description

num 1 int The first number

num2 int The second number



❖ Manually
❖ Tools
❖ JavaDocs
❖ Doxygen

How to Create an API 
Document








